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ON UNIFORM PARACOMPACTNESS 
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0 . INTRODUCTION 
The idea of paracompactness is one of the most important in General Topol-
ogy. There have been some a t tempts in defining paracompactness of uniform spaces 
(= uniform paracompactness). In connection with this we refer to the articles of 
M.D. Rice [4], Z. Frolik [3] and A. A. Borubaev [1]. In this article some other 
possible definitions of uniform paracompactness are suggested and the interrelations 
between these definitions and the already existing ones are investigated. 
Throughout the paper by a space we understand a topological space, by a contin-
uous map—a continuous map between spaces. For the system a of subsets of the set 
A' and x G X, S C X we have: 
St{x,a) = {Aea: x e A}, a{x) = \jst{x,a), 
St{S,a) = {Aea: S n A ^ 0 } , a{S) =\Jst{S,a). 
For the covers a and /3 of the set X, the symbols [3 > a and f3*>a mean respectively 
that the cover (3 is a refinement of the cover a and that {(3{B): B e f3] > a. For the 
system a of subsets of the set X and an infinite cardinal number T let <.r = { I J ^
: 
/i C a, \i3\ < T}. The system a will be called T-additive if aT = a and uj- (respectively 
uj\-) additive systems wall be called finitely- (respectively countably-) additive. 
Throughout the paper by a (pseudo)unifornrity we understand a (pseudo)unifor-
mity defined with the help of covers. For the (pseudo)uniformity °// by TU we under-
stand the topology generated by this (psendo)uniformity. The system A of subsets 
of the uniform space {X,0?/) is called uniformly locally finite (in short, ^/-locally 
finite), respectively uniformly discrete (in short, ^/-discrete), if there exists a e J// 
such that \St{A, A)| < a;, respectively |S l (A , A)| ^ 1, for every A G a. 
We can now formulate the definitions of uniform paracompactness belonging to 
Rice, Frolik and Borubaev. 
Definition 0.1. (M.D.Rice [4]) The uniform space (X,°?/) is paracompact (in 
this situation we will use the term "H-paracompact"), if every open cover of (X, °?/) 
admits a ^-locally finite open refinement. 
Rice showed [4], that all It-paracompact uniform spaces are complete. From this 
follows that all metrizable, by a non complete metric, uniform spaces are not H-
paracompact. Hence the class of H-paracompact uniform spaces turns out to be, in 
our opinion, too narrow. 
Definition 0.2. (A. A. Borubaev [1]) The uniform space (A", °?/) is paracompact 
(in this situation we will use the term "H-paracompact"), if for every finitely-additive 
open cover A of (N, $/) there exists a sequence an E '?/, n E N such that 
(*) V x E X 3 n E r\j and L E A with the property an(x) C L. 
Note 0.3. It is clear that without loss of generality one can assume that in 
Definition 0.2 one can add, 
(**) an+i *> an , V?2 E N. 
Although the requirement of finite-additivity of the cover A in definition 0.2 does 
not seem very natural, L?-paracompactness has a series of good properties. It is 
worthwhile mentioning that all metrizable and all H-paracompact spaces are B-
paracompact [1] and, consequently, the class (B) of all H-paracompact spaces is 
essentially wider than the class (H) of all H-paracompact spaces. 
Definition 0.4. (Z. Frolik [3]) The uniform space (X,°?/) is paracompact (in 
this situation we will use the term "F-paracompact"), if every open cover of (A", °?/) 
admits a cr-^-discrete (i.e. it is decomposed into a union of a countable number of 
^-discrete subsystems) open refinement. 
The class (F) of F-paracompact uniform spaces is essentially wider than class (H), 
as it is shown underneath. (In [1] p. 81 is mentioned that the classes (H), (B) and 
(F) are pairwise distinct.) 
1. P-PARACOMPACTNESS 
It is clear that the starting point for the definition of H-paracompact uniform 
spaces is the generally accepted definition of paracompact topological spaces. With 
this in mind any other criterion of paracompactness in topological spaces will do. 
This is seen, for example, in the definition of F-paracompactness. We are interested 
in the following criterion: a Fi-space X is paracompact if and only if every open 
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cover of X is normal, i.e. for every open cover A of X there exists a series of open 
covers a n , such that ai > A and an_[_i • > a n , n G rU (It is clear that in this criterion 
A can be changed to Â , and with this point of view one looks at definition 0.2 and 
note 0.3.) 
Definition 1.1. (B. A. Pasynkov) The (pseudo)uniform space (X,6?/) is para-
compact (in this situation we will use the term "P-paracompact"), if for every open 
cover A of (X, °?/) there exists a sequence an e 9/, n £ N, with property (*). 
Definition 1.2. The cover A of a (pseudo)uniform space (X,6?/) will be called 
weakly uniform, if there exists a sequence a n G °?/, n G N, such that properties (*) 
and (**) hold. 
Note 1.3. It is clear that the (pseudo)uniform space (X,6?/) is P-paracompact 
if and only if every open cover of (X,6?/) is weakly uniform. Analogously, the 
(pseudo)uniform space (X,6?/) is H-paracompact if and only if every finitely-additive 
open cover of (X, °?/) is weakly uniform. 
Proposition 1.4. Every metrizable uniform space (X,$/) is P-paracompact. 
P r o o f . If {an : n G N} is a countable base for the uniformity ^ o n l , then the 
sequence a n , n G N, has property (*) for every open cover A of the space (X,
6?/). 
• 
The following proposition is evident. 
Proposition 1.5. For a paracompactum X and the universal uniformity 9/ on 
X, the uniform space (X,6?/) is P-paracompact. 
Remember that the continuous map / : X —j> Y is called a A-map for the open 
cover A of the space X, if for every point y G Y there exists a neighbourhood Oy of 
y and L G A such that f~lOy C L. It is known that a F2-space is paracompact if 
and only if for every open cover A of X there exists a A-map of X onto a metrizable 
space. It happens that an analogous fact is true for P-paracompact uniform spaces. 
Theorem 1.6. The uniform space (X,6?/) is P-paracompact if and only if for 
every open cover X of (X,6?/) there exists a uniformly continuous A-map of (X, °?/) 
onto a metrizable uniform space. 
P r o o f . Let (X, °?/) be P-paracompact and A its open cover. Then A is weakly 
uniform and hence there exists a sequence a n G <%/, n G N, with properties (*) and 
(**). As for any normal sequence of uniform covers there exists a pseudometric Q on 
X such that 
(#) a n + i (x ) C lye X: g(x,y) < -~^\ C an(x), x G X, n G N, 
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(see, for example, [2] or [1]). 
For x,y G X let xEy if and only if g(x,y) = 0. Lot XL, 1)0 the factor set of the 
set X relative to the equivalence relation E and / : .V -» A'̂  tlie natura l map tliat 
maps each point of X to its corresponding class in A\;. Then d(s, t) = O(f
_1s, f - 1 / ) . 
s,t G XQ, is a metric on XQ. If ?/c{ is the uniformity on XQ induced from the metric 
cL then by ( # ) the map f: (X,u?/) -» (XQ,^?/d) is uniformly continuous. From 
properties ( # ) and (*) follows that / is a A-map. 
The second part of the proof follows from the following lemma. • 
L e m m a 1.7. If for every open cover X of a uniform space (X,°?/) there exists a 
uniformly continuous A-map of (X,°?/) onto a P-paracompact uniform space then 
the space (X, °?/) is also P-paracompact. 
P r o o f . Let A be an open cover of (A", u?/) and f a uniformly continuous A-map 
of (X,°?/) onto a P-paracompact uniform space ()\. ?/\). For every point y G i' 
there exists a neighbourhood Oy, the inverse image of which lies in some element 
of the cover A. There exists a sequence (3n G °?/\. n d H, for which property (*) 
(changing X to 1A and A to // = {Oy: y G Y\}) holds. Then it is easy to see that 
the sequence cxn = f~
vfin G '?/. n G N. has property (*) for A. • 
From theorem 1.6 wo got 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.8. If {X. ?/) is a P-paracompact uniform space, then the space 
(X,TU) is paracompact:. 
P r o o f . If / : X —> y is a A-map for the open cover A of the space X and the 
space Y is metrizable (or even paracompact), then there exists an open cover // in 
Y such tha t f - 1 / / > A. If v is a locally finite open refinement of //. then the cover 
f~lv is open, locally finite and is a refinement of A. • 
Let us now investigate the interrelations between uniform P-paracompactnoss and 
uniform B- and H-paracompaetness. 
It is clear that every P-paracompact uniform space is P-paracompact . 
T h e o r e m 1.9. Let the uniform space (X2, "//_>) have an uncountable uniform 
weight T, and the discrete uniform space (X\.?/\) have cardinality J> T. Then the 
product (X = Xy x X ) . ?/ = ?/\ X"?/>) of these uniform spaces is not P-paracompact. 
P r o o f . Let the system of open uniform covers n (/'). /' G I. of the space (X-2. ?/2) 
be a base of cardinality T. We decompose the set A'i m a union of disjoint non-empty 
sets A'i(?:), •/ G I. 
Let A(i) = {{.!:,} x A: x{ G N,(/), A G a ( / )} and A = IJ{'M/): / e I}. Obviously. 
A is an open cover of the space (X,lJ?/). Take any seciuonce of uniform covers .1n = 
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{{.vi} x A: xi G A"i, A G an}, where an G
 u?/2, n € N, of the space (X,u?/). Since 
the weight of the uniformity U?A is uncountable, there exists a point xo G X2 and its 
neighbourhood O such tha t an(xo) \ O ^ 0 for all H G ^J. On the other hand there 
exists an index j G I such that (a(j))(xo) C O. Hence for x\ G Ki(I') and all 71 G N 
we have 
lin((xi,x0))\\((xu:r{))) = ({:i:i} X n / t ( ; r 0 ) ) \ ( { x 1 } X (a(j))( ; r0)) 
D { . r i } x ( a a ( . r o ) \ O ) # 0 . 
D 
Remember tha t the uniform space (AV#0 is uniformly locally compact, if there 
exists a G °?/ such that cl(A) is compact for every A G cv. In [4] Rice showed that 
all uniformly locally compact spaces are P-paracompact . From theorem 1.9 we get 
Corol lary 1.10. The product of a compact uniform space of uncountable uniform 
weight T (for example, the Tychonoff cube IT or the Cantor cube Dr of weight T) 
and a discrete uniform space of cardinality ^ T Is uniformly locally compact (and so 
is R-paracompact and B-paracompact) but not P-paracompact. 
Hence, the class (B) of all P-paracompact uniform spaces is evidently larger than 
the class (P) of all P-paracompact uniform spaces. Also, from proposition 1.4 and 
corollary 1.10 we get the following relation (I?) \ (P) ^ 0 ^ (P) \ (R). Corollary 
l.K) shows that P-paracompactness (like It-paracompactness) narrows excessively 
the class of "uniform paracompact" spaces and so, in our point of view, cannot bo a 
full value uniform equivalent to topological paraconipactness. 
From corollary 1.10 follows: 
Corol lary 1.11. Tlie uniform space of a topological group, which is the product of 
T copies of the two element discrete group. T > UJ, and a discrete group of cardinality 
^ T. is uniformly locally compact but not P-paracompact. 
Let us now see what one needs to add to P-paraeompactness to got P-paraeoin-
pactness. 
Def in i t ion 1.12. The open cover A of the space1 A' will be called a r-decompo-
sition. r ^ a;, of the open cover !t of this space, if for every .II G lt there exists a 
system A A/ C A such that M = (J AA/ and \\M\ < r. For r — uj (respectively r — uj\) 
a T-deconiposition of an open cover will be called its finite (respectively countable) 
decomposition. 
Def in i t ion 1.13. A uniform space (X.u?/) will be called T-decomposable (re-
spectively strongly T-decomposable), T ^ u. if every T-decomposition of every open 
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uniform (respectively open weakly uniform) cover of tliis space is weakly uniform. A 
(strongly) T-decomposable uniform space with T = UJ, respectively r = uj\, will be 
called (strongly) finitely-, respectively (strongly) count ably-, decomposable. 
Theorem 1.14. The uniform space (X,6?/) is P-paracompact if and only if it is 
B-paracompact and finitely-decomposable. 
P r o o f . Let (X,°?/) be finitely-decomposable and P-paracompact. Take any 
open cover A of the space (X,°?/). The cover Aw (see Section 0) is finitely-additive 
and so there exists a sequence of open covers an e °?/, n e M, with the property 
(*). For every M G i we fix LI(M) C A such that |/i(A/)| < UJ and \Jn(M) = M. 
For every n e N we put an = {A e an: A does not lie in any element of A^,}. For 
every A € an \an we fix M(A) G A^ such that A C M(A) and put (3n(A) = {AnL: 
L e n(M(A))}. Finally let (3n = anU \J{(3n(A): A€an\ < } , n G N. 
Obviously, j3n is a finite decomposition of the uniform cover an. By hypothesis 
there exists a sequence of uniform covers /3 n m , m eU, with property (*) (changing 
A to /3n and an to (3nm). 
Let x G X. There exists n e N and M G Xu such that an(x) C M. It follows 
that St(x,an) C an \ an and St(x,(3n) is a refinement of the cover A. If now we 
choose m such that the set (3nm(x) lies in some element K of the cover /3n we get 
K e St(x,(3n) and so K lies in an element of the cover A. We proved that (X, °?/) is 
P-paracompact. 
The second part of the theorem is evident. • 
2 . COUNTABLE- (AND T-) P-PARACOMPACTNESS 
Definition 2.1. (B.A. Pasynkov) The pseudouniform space (X,6?/) will be 
called T-P-paracompact if for every open cover A of (X,°?/) the cover Ar (see 
Section 0) is weakly uniform. 
Below c/Ji-P-paracompact uniform spaces will be called countable-P-paracompact. 
We note that UJ-P-paracompact uniform spaces coincide with P-paracompact spaces. 
It is clear that every P-paracompact uniform space is countable-P-paracompact. 
The following example shows that not every countable-P-paracompact space is B-
paracompact. 
Remember that a one point lindelofication IX of the discrete space X is the set 
X together with a point A 0 X and the topology consisting of all the subsets of 
the set X and all sets of the form {A} U Y, where Y C X and \X \ Y\ ^ UJ. It is 
worth mentioning that any finite power of such a lindelofication is Lindelof. From 
this follows that the free Abelian group of such a lindelofication is Lindelof. 
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Example 2.2. Let R be the group of all real numbers with the discrete topol-
ogy, X an uncountable discrete space, IX is its one point lindelofication and F the 
free Abelian group of the space IX. Then the topological group G = R x F, with 
its natural uniformity fy, is a countable-P-paracompact, but not H-paracompact, 
uniform space. 
P r o o f . Let e\ and e^ be the unit elements of the groups R and F respectively, 
Ft = {t} x F, t G R, and A is the only point of the set IX \ X. 
Let us assume that the space (G, $/) is I?-paracompact. 
We prove that for every neighbourhood O of e^ in F there exists a countable set 
Ao C X such that nx — ny G O for all x,y € X \ Ao and n e N. 
Fix any neighbourhood O of e-2- Then for every n G N there exists a neighbourhood 
Un of the point A in F with the property nUn + n( — Un) C O. Let An = X \Un. 
Then the set An is countable and for all x,y G X\An C Un the relation nx — nyeO 
holds. Evidently, Ao — \J{An: n G M} is the needed set. 
Let y C X, \Y| = CJI and / is an injection of Y into R. The map ipx: IX —•» I? x It, 
which maps the point x G y onto the point (0,1) and the set IX \ {x} onto the point 
(1, 0) can be extended to a continuous homomorphism (px: F —•» It x R. The inverse 
image O(x) = ((px)~
l(0,0) is an open subgroup of the group F. 
Let vx = {{fx}x(0(x)+ix+jA): i,j G 1}, x G Y and let i/ = (R\fY)xFU\J{vx: 
x G Y}. One can see that vx is an open cover of the set Ffx, x G Y, and .v is an 
open cover of the group G. From H-paracompactness of the space (G, $/) follows the 
existence of a sequence of neighbourhoods V(m) oi the element e2 of F, such that 
2V(m + 1) C V(m), 7?i G N, and for every point x G l 7 one can find a number m(x) 
with the property: 
{fx}xV(m(x)) C { / x}x ( J{0 (x ) - i - i x F jA : i,j = - ?n (x ) , . . . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . ,m{x)}. 
Hence, 
V(m(x)) C (J{0(x) +i;c + jA: i,j = -m(x),... ,-1,0,1,... ,m(x)}. 
From the uncountability of Y follows the existence of an uncountable set Z C Y and 
a k G N, such that 
V(k) C W(x) = \J{0(x)+ix+jA: i,j = -k,...,-1,0,1,...,k}, x G Z. 
In Z \ Ay(k) there exist points x and y,x ^ y. For such points 
(fe + l)x -(k + l)y G V(k) C W(x) and (?x((fc + l)x - (k + l)y) = (-(k + 1), (k + 1)) 
G <pxW(x) = {(j,i): ij = -k,..., -1,0,1,..., k}, 
which is impossible. Hence, the space (G,W) is not H-paracompact. • 
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Countable-P-paracompactness of (G,u?/) will be proved after proposition 2.4. 
Def in i t ion 2 .3 . The uniform space (X,6?/) will be called uniformly locally Lin-
delof if there exists a G °?/ such that the closure of each element of a is Lindelof. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.4 . A uniformly locally Lindelof uniform space is count able-P-
paracompact. 
P r o o f . Let the closure of every element of the uniform cover a of the uniform 
space (X,°?/) be Lindelof. Then for every open cover A of the space (X,J?/) the 
relation a > AWl holds. This implies that XUl G '?/ and hence XU1 is a weakly 
uniform cover. • 
We now prove that the space (G, °?/) of example 2.2 is countable-P-paracompact. 
Since the group F is Lindelof. the space (X,°?/) is uniformly locally Lindelof and 
hence countable-P-paracompact. 
T h e o r e m 2.5 . Every countable-P-paracompact uniform space is F-paraeompact. 
P r o o f . Let 7 be an open cover of a countable-P-paracompact uniform space 
(X, <?/). For the open cover 6 = 7^. there exists a sequence of open covers an G ^ / . 
n G N, satisfying properties (*) and (**), and a pseudometric g on X such that ( # ) 
holds (see theorem 1.6). This implies that (6) = {(V) : T G S} is an open cover 
of the pseudometric space (A\O), where (T) is the interior of T in the topology TL, 
induced by O. Hence there exists an open cover o which is a refinement of S such 
tha t o — \}{on\ n G ^ } and for every 71 G N there
1 exists an s(n) > 0 such that for 
every x G X, 0£^(x) meets at most one member of on. This implies that o is a 
uniformly cr-discrete open in ru (since TQ C TU) cover which is a refinement of 6. 
Now for every A G on fix T(A) G 6 and F
j(A) G -,, j G N, for which A C T(A) = 
\J{rj(A): j G N}. Let onj = {A D T
j(A): A G on) for all n,j G N. It is easy to see 
that {onj}
<jLln=1 is a uniformly O-discrete open cover which is a refinement of the 
cover 7 . • 
T h e o r e m 2.6. The uniform space (X,°?/) is P-paracompact if and only if it is 
T-P-paracompact and r-decomposable. 
The p r o o f is analogous to the proof of theorem 1.14. • 
Coro l lary 2.7. The uniform space (X,°?/) is P-paracompact if and only if it is 
countable-P-paracompact and countably-decomposalAe. 
Def in i t ion 2.8. (B.A. Pasynkov) The (pseudo)uniform space (X,°?/) will be 
called paracompact if every open cover of (X, °?/) admits a o-°?/-locally finite (i.e. it 
is decomposed into a union of a countable number of ^/-locally finite subsystems) 
open refinement. 
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It is clear ihat every F-paraeompact space is paracompact. 
We will --'how that all definitions of uniform paracompactness in'v nlnced in this 
paper are equh alent for eountably bounded uniform spaces. R member that the 
uniform space (X.,J//) is called T-bounded if ((//) ^ T, where the index of bound-
edness for (Xr//), ((//). is the smallest infinite cardinal number T such that // has 
a b. so consisting of covers of cardinality ^ T. Below ^-bounded uniform spaces will 
be called eountably bounded. 
T h e o r e m 2 .9 . For eountably J)ounded uniform spaces (X. //) the following prop-






(6) the space (X, TU) is Lindelof. 
For the proof of theorem 2.9 it is enough to prove th? following two lemmas: 
L e m m a 2 .10. If for the u liform space (X,°//) die topological space (X,TU) has 
the Lindelof property, then (X.//) is P-p .racompct. 
P r o o f . Let A be an opoi cover of (X.u//) For every x G A" there exist a 
T(x) G A and ox G
 J// such that crx(x) C T(x). For every such ox G °// there exists 
an open cover ox G °// such ihat ox * > ox. 
Take the open cover 7 = {O,~(x): x G A'} of the space (X,TU). Since (X,TU) has 
the Lindelof property there exists a countable subcover 7 = {O.r(?)(:r(/)): i G N} of 
7. Take the sequence Ox(z), i G N, of uniform covers. 
For every x G X there exists an i G N such that x G Ox(l)(;r(i)). Then O:r(7;)(T) C 
ax{i)(x('i)) ^ T(x(i)) G A and hence A is weakly uniform. • 
L e m m a 2 .11 . If the uniform space (X,0//) is paracompact and t(°//) ^ to then 
(X,TU) has the Lindelof property. 
P r o o f . Let 7 be an open cover of (X,u//). There exists an open uniformly 
O-locally finite cover a, which is a refinement of 7 . Let a - ^ U ^ i ^ ^ ^ h where for 
all i G N there exists O; G ^ , Oz- = {U{j : j G N}, such that for all j G N, b\j meets 
at most a finite number of elements of a{. Since for every i G N, every element of 
Qi meets some Uij we conclude that |cvz| ^ to. This implies tha t \a\ ^ to and hence 
(X,TU) is Lindelof. • 
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Coro l lary 2.12. For a Tychonoff space (X.r) the following are equivalent: 
(1) The space (A", T) is Lindelof, 
(2) The uniform space (Xr//) is P-paracompact tor every such uniformity L// on 
X for which TU = T, 
(3) The uniform space (X.y/) is B-paracompact for every such uniformity '// on 
X for which TU = T, 
(4) The uniform space (X.'y/) is countable-P-parciconipact for every such unifor­
mity °y/ on X for which TU = T, 
(5) The uniform space (X.Ljy/) is F-paracompnct for every such uniformity -'// on 
X for which TU = T, 
(6) The uniform space (X,°//) is paracompact for every such uniformity 4/ on X 
for which ru = T. 
P r o o f . It is enough to prove the implication (G) =t> (1). 
Let (X,°y/) be any uniform space such that TU — T. There exists a precompact 
uniformity p1?/ for which Tpu = TU = r . Since by hypothesis p°// is paracompact 
and C(p°?/) ^ UJ it follows from lemma 2.11 that (A. T) is Lindelof. C 
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